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Abstract

CodaLab Competitions is an open source web platform designed to help data scientists and research
teams to crowd-source the resolution of machine learning problems through the organization of competi-
tions, also called challenges or contests. CodaLab Competitions provides useful features such as multiple
phases, results and code submissions, multi-score leaderboards, and jobs running inside Docker contain-
ers. The platform is very flexible and can handle large scale experiments, by allowing organizers to upload
large datasets and provide their own CPU or GPU compute workers.

1 Introduction

Data science competitions have become an established mechanism for solving theoretical and practical prob-
lems in machine learning and related fields. Throughout history, major achievements have arisen from chal-
lenges, ranging from the 1714 Longitude Prize [Quill and Penney, 1976] to the ImageNet challenge [Rus-
sakovsky et al., 2015]; the latter witnessing the most recent renaissance of deep learning in computer vision.
Given the relevance and potential impact of competitions, the availability of off-the-shelf platforms allow-
ing anyone to create and run their own competition is a catalyzer for making rapid progress while ensuring
inclusiveness and building community.

This contribution features CodaLab Competitions1, an open source platform for running data science
competitions that has been used in hundreds of challenges associated to physics, machine learning, computer
vision, natural language processing, among many other fields. CodaLab Competitions has unique features
that make it an excellent open source option for organizing competitions. Table 1 shows a comparison of
CodaLab Competitions with other popular platforms. The reader is referred to the project website where the
code and complete documentation are found. The code is released under an Apache 2.0 License. This project
has a sister project called CodaLab Worksheets, which features dynamical workflows, particularly useful for
Natural Language Processing. Both projects are accessible from https://codalab.org/ pointing to public
platform instances, freely available. This paper concerns only CodaLab Competitions.
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Criteria AICrowd CodaLab Competitions CrowdAnalytiX EvalAI Kaggle RAMP Tianchi
Code-sharing 7 ✓ 7 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Code submission ✓ ✓ 7 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Active community ☆☆ ☆☆☆ ☆ ☆☆ ☆☆☆ ☆ ☆☆☆

Custom metrics ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ?
Staged challenge ✓ ✓ 7 ✓ 7 ✓ 7
Private evaluation 7 ✓ 7 ✓ 7 7 7

Open-source ✓ ✓ 7 ✓ 7 ✓ 7
Human evaluation 7 7 7 ✓ 7 7 7

RL-friendly ✓ ✓ 7 ✓ 7 7 7
Run for free 7 ✓ 7 ✓ ✓ 7 ?

Table 1: Comparison of competition platforms, borrowed from Rousseau and Ustyuzhanin [2020]. References for EvalAI: Yadav
et al. [2019], AICrowd: Mohanty et al. [2016], CrowdAnalytiX Mishra [2012], Kaggle: Goldbloom and Hamner [2010], RAMP:
Kégl et al. [2018] and Tianchi: Group [2014]. Isdahl and Gundersen [2019] have compare platforms more extensively. Other
platforms are presented in Neo [2021].

Figure 1: General competition workflow.

2 Key concepts and features

Competition bundle. A competition bundle is a ZIP file containing all necessary elements to create a
competition: data, documentation, scoring program, and configuration settings. A new competition is created
by uploading a bundle to the platform. The settings can be updated from the platform web interface via an
editor. After editing, updated competition bundles can be re-downloaded from the platform for archival and
sharing purposes. There is an option to download a light version of the bundle, without datasets and/or
programs; the configuration file then directly points to database entries for such resources. This facilitates
cloning competitions without having to re-upload data or code.

Results and code submission. CodaLab Competitions supports the submission of models’ predictions
to be scored; and also supports code submission, allowing to train and test the methods in a dedicated en-
vironment on the server side. Competitions with only results submissions are easy to organize and usually
need few computational resources. On the other hand, code submission has exhibited many advantages, such
as providing potentially powerful machines to the candidates (shared in a fair way among them) and im-
proving reproducibility. The logic of scoring of a competition (Figure 1) is coded by the organizers in any
programming language (typically Python): CodaLab Competitions requires at least a scoring program to
score participants’ submissions (e.g. by comparing results and ground truth), and optionally an ingestion
program to execute a code submission in a controlled manner, with an organizer-defined API, e.g. calling a
“fit” method and a “predict" method. Thus organizers have the flexibility of implementing any challenge pro-
tocol, with any data format or even data generating models, allowing them to organize reinforcement learning
challenges.

Compute workers (add external computational resources). The public instance of CodaLab Com-
petitions provides default compute workers. However, to run computationally demanding competitions, or-

1https://codalab.lisn.fr/
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ganizers can create custom queues and attach their own CPU or GPU compute workers (physical or virtual
machines on any cloud service). This modular architecture of CodaLab Competitions has been a key in-
gredient in growing its user base, without requiring that the institution hosting the main instance covers all
computational costs. Another interesting aspect of this feature is that the training and testing of algorithms
can be done on confidential data, without any leakage, by putting data directly inside the compute work-
ers. This is especially useful for medical research, challenges organized by industries, and in other restricted
domains.

Competition Docker environment. The execution of participants code and scoring are performed in-
side a container, which prevents to damage the servers and allows organizers to define a custom controlled
environment for their competitions. Organizers can create a fully customized environment, with allowed li-
braries and programming languages for their participants’ submissions, and simply link it to a competition
by providing a Docker Hub name and tag. This means that every candidate is judged in the same way, the
competition does not get deprecated after some time and adding new libraries or updating the experimental
environment is straightforward and transparent.

Phases. Competitions can be divided into several phases with different settings: different dates, data,
scoring programs, etc., enabling elaborate competition design. For example, a feed-back phase with little
restriction on number of submissions can be followed by a final test phase on a fresh test set (or new datasets
altogether), eventually emulating the “public” and “private” leaderboards of other platforms. The last code
submitted in one phase can be forwarded automatically to the next phase. Multi-phase challenges can help
organizers keep participants engaged over long periods of time.

Multiple scores. The leaderboard is fully customizable and can handle several custom scoring functions.
The final score used to rank participants can be computed using the average rank obtained on each sub-score.

Documentation. The documentation is organized according to stakeholders categories participants, or-
ganizers, administrators, and contributors directly on the first page of the documentation.

As a participant, you will find explanation on how to register, use the GUI to submit code or results. Mail
communication with the organizers and a challenge forum are available. You will receive feedback on your
submissions: scores, running time, plots, logs and predictions.

As an organizer, you are accompanied with many competition templates, from simple to elaborate, to
ease the technical aspects of building a competition, and to let you concentrate on scientific aspects of the
competition. You can optionally propose a starting kit to the participants to lower the barrier of entry of
beginners. You learn how to configure your competition using a YAML file, where you specify your logo,
HTML pages, computer language, datasets organization, participant resource limitations, dates, and phase
durations.

As an administrator of your own instance of CodaLab Competitions, each piece of the infrastructure
is configurable and offered as a docker component. You can deploy your instance in a very flexible way
concerning the sizing of your project thanks to deployment guide hints.

As an occasional contributor, you can discuss with the main developers via the GitHub issues and sug-
gest pull requests to solve some of the issues you have encountered. As a regular contributor, some project
management rules are used to facilitate any external contribution.

3 Technical aspects

CodaLab Competitions is implemented in Python’s Django framework, one of the most extended web ap-
plication framework in Python, with constant maintenance and security updates and a huge list of plug-
ins. The system is divided in three main blocks: Front-end, API, and workers. Front-end is implemented
using the default Django template system, providing all the views users interact with. For the API, the
Django Rest Framework is used. Front-end and API constitute the core of CodaLab Competitions, and are in
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charge of managing all the data entities of the system, such as users, competitions, and submissions. For data
management, a PostgreSQL database is used, pointing to MinIO for file storage. Submissions are evaluated
in an asynchronous manner, using computation workers. This process follows a classical producer-consumer
approach, using RabbitMQ as a queue manager, and a Celery client for message management. This approach
is also used for periodic tasks happening on the core system, such as opening or closing competition phases
or system checks. Another key technology used is Docker. Although CodaLab Competitions itself can be
deployed as a Docker, the main advantage of containerization is related to the computation workers. All se-
lected technologies are open source and can be deployed in a self-hosted manner and have equivalent services
on most common cloud providers, to organize competitions at scale. Project management is organized in an
agile way for bug correction and development of new features, leveraging GitHub issues, labeling process,
feature-branch creation, and merge. We welcome new contributors.

4 Conclusion and ongoing developments

CodaLab Competitions is a mature platform serving the machine learning community to organize competi-
tions at scale. The open source nature of the project provides a level of scrutiny of the community necessary
to give reassurance to competition organizers and participants that data and submissions are securely and
fairly handled. CodaLab Competitions has a public instance free for use deployed at Université Paris-Saclay.
Hosting, maintaining, and further developing the platform is funded by grants and donations. CodaLab Com-
petitions has already undergone a variety of significant improvements and technology migration since incep-
tion, including diversification of storage services (cloud and private), introduction of organizer computation
workers and self-managed queues, offering GPUs, and optimizing page loading. The current rapid growth
of the user base will impose new mutations, particularly linked to storage management. Decentralization of
storage, imitating the computation worker decentralization, is under study. We are also experimenting with
other means of managing growth by federating various instances of the platform via single point of entry
(see Chahub beta). The needs of users are also evolving and there is a demand of hosting benchmarks, with
more emphasis on collaborative and reproducible research that individual achievements. A new version of the
platform more geared to benchmarks is under development: Codabench. The project roadmap also includes
getting accreditation to host sentitive medical data.
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